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Abstract

2. Features proposed for analysis of nasals

The aim of the current study is to propose acoustic features for
detection of nasals in continuous speech. Acoustic features that
represent certain characteristics of speech production are extracted. Features representing excitation source characteristcs
are extracted using zero frequency filtering method. Features
representing vocal tract system characteristics are extracted using zero time windowing method.
Feature sets are formed by combining certain subsets of the
features mentioned above. These feature sets are evaluated for
their representativeness of nasals in continuous speech in three
different languages, namely, English, Hindi and Telugu. Results
show that nasal detection is reliable and consistent across all the
languages mentioned above.
Index Terms: nasal, voice bar, zero frequency filter, epochs,
zero time windowing.

In this work, all features values are estimated around the glottal
closure instants called epochs. Hence, accurate estimation of
epoch location is vital in the analysis.
2.1. Extraction of excitation source based acoustic features
Epoch locations are extracted using zero frequency filtering
method [15]. This method involves passing the differenced
speech signal through a cascade of two zero frequency resonators (ZFR). This results in an output that grows/decays as
a polynomial function of time. The trend in this output of
ZFR is removed by local mean subtraction, using a window
of length one to two pitch periods to highlight the small fluctuations of the output of ZFR. The resulting mean subtracted
signal is called zero frequency filtered (ZFF) signal. The filtered signal clearly shows sharper zero crossings around the
epoch locations. Hence the negative to positive zero crossing
instants in ZFF signal are called epochs. A sample ZFF signal along with the marked epoch locations are shown in Figure
1(b). This method of epoch extraction was shown to be robust
against different types of degradations, even at low signal-tonoise ratios [15]. The features of the glottal source of excitation
derived from ZFF signal are as follows:

1. Introduction
During speech production, nasals refer to the sounds produced
by lowering the velum in the vocal tract in order to allow passage of airflow through nasal cavity, while simultaneously obstructing the airflow to the oral cavity. The sounds /n/, /m/ and
/N/ are classified under nasals [1]. During the production of
nasals, relatively significant energy is radiated through the nasal
cavity compared to the oral cavity. Hence, analysis of nasals
find application in the analysis of velopharyngeal dysfunctions
leading to hyper-nasality. Nasal detection helps in speech segmentation for automatic speech recognition [2]. Stable spectral
characteristics of nasals can also be used for speaker recognition [3].
Previous studies related to automatic detection of nasals
include [4–11]. In this study, acoustic features are proposed
for detection of nasals in continuous speech. Acoustic features
used in this study exploit production characteristics of nasals
related to both excitation source and vocal tract system (our
previous studies that exploit production characteristics of other
sounds such as sonorants, vowels and bursts include [12], [13]
and [14]). All acoustic features are extracted around epochs
as opposed to frame based analysis used in previous studies
[9–11]. The proposed method also doesn’t require prior training
for nasal detection.
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 explains the
methods used for extraction of epochs and acoustic features for
detection of nasals. Experimental details and results are mentioned in Section 3. Discussion on results is presented in Section 4. The final section gives the summary and conclusion of
this study.

Copyright © 2019 ISCA

2.1.1. Strength of excitation (α)
Slope of ZFF signal around epochs gives a measure of the
strength of impulse-like excitation (α). α corresponds to the
rate of glottal closure [16]. Sharper the glottal closure, higher is
the value α and vice-versa. α values are lower for nasals compared to vowels and approximants but nasals have higher α values compared to stops [17, 18]. This can also be seen in Figure
1(c). The lower values of α in nasals compared to vowels is due
to complete closure formed in the oral cavity and narrow constricted path of nasal tract [18]. As also shown in Figure 1(c), α
values are relatively lower in stops compared to nasals. This is
due to the complete closure formed in both oral and nasal cavity
for stops, whereas for nasals, complete closure occurs only in
oral cavity.
2.1.2. Energy of excitation (β)
Energy of excitation (β) is computed as the energy of the ZFF
signal within a window length of 3 msec, centered at every
epoch location (1.5 msec on each side of epoch). Window
length of 3 msec is considered around each epoch to capture the
predominant excitation source information around the epoch locations. As shown in Figure 1(d), β values are lower for nasals
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Figure 1: Acoustic features from ZFF signal (a) Speech waveform for an utterance “ ..ma/ nucl...”. Manually marked
phoneme labels are given above the signal. (b) ZFF signal
along with hypothesized epochs at the positive zero crossings
of the ZFF signal, (c) strength of excitation (α) values around
epochs, and (d) energy of excitation values (β) around epochs.
X-axes represent time in seconds.

Figure 2: Dominant resonance frequency based acoustic features. (a) Speech signal with manually marked phoneme labels,
(b) dominant resonance frequency (DRF) values, (c) dominant
resonance strength (γ) values, (d) slope of DRF (Fsl ) values,
and (e) Slope of dominant resonance strength (γsl ) values at
epochs. X-axes represent time in seconds.

compared to vowels and approximants but β values are higher
for nasals when compared to most voiceless sounds. This is due
to narrow constricted path of nasal tract and complete closure
formed in oral cavity [18].

g(ω) = XR (ω)YR (ω) + XI (ω)YI (ω)

Where X(ω) = XR (ω) + jXI (ω) is the discrete-time Fourier
transform (DTFT) of x[n] and Y(ω) = YR (ω) + jYI (ω) is the
DTFT of y[n] = nx[n].
The hidden spectral peaks are highlighted by successively
differencing the NGD spectrum (DNGD). Hilbert envelope
(HE) of DNGD (HNGD) spectrum is computed to account for
the several integration and differencing operations performed
and to highlight the peaks better [20]. In this work, the HNGD
spectrum is obtained at every epoch location by considering a
window W[n] of length 10 msec. Using ZTW, spectral information can be obtained with high spectral and temporal resolution at any instant of time, even for speech segments less than
5 msec. Spectral features derived from the HNGD spectrum,
considered for analysis in this work are as follows:

2.2. Extraction of vocal tract system based acoustic features
Spectral characteristics of the vocal tract system are extracted
using Zero-time windowing (ZTW) approach [19]. Brief description of the ZTW approach is as follows: Speech signal
s[n] is multiplied with a highly decaying impulse-like window,
which is defined as:
w[n] =

(

0
1

8 sin4 ( πn
)
N

n=0
n = 1, 2, ..., N − 1

(1)

Where N is the window length.
x[n] = w[n] × s[n],

(3)

2.2.1. Dominant resonance frequency (DRF)
n = 1, 2, ...N

(2)

Dominant resonance frequency (DRF) refers to the frequency
of the dominant peaks in the obtained HNGD spectrum, as
they represent the dominant resonances of the vocal tract system [21]. As shown in Figure 2(b), DRF values are lower for
nasals compared to most of the other speech sounds. This is
because of nasal tract coupling in nasals as opposed to oral tract
coupling in other sounds.

This windowing operation results in a impulse-like signal
x[n], which has most of the energy at beginning of the window
i.e., near zero time. Hence, the components of s[n] gets more
emphasis at the beginning of the window, which is required to
find the instantaneous spectral characteristics of the speech signal at any desired instant of time, such as at the epochs. Discrete
Fourier transform (DFT) of the windowed signal x[n] results in
an output that grows/decays polynomially. The hidden spectral features can be highlighted by exploiting the additive and
high resolution properties of the group-delay function. In ZTW,
numerator of the group-delay function (NGD) is used to avoid
the problem of division by zero and also NGD provides higher
resolution compared to group-delay function. NGD function is
computed as:

2.2.2. Dominant resonance strength (γ)
Dominant resonance strength (γ) is measured as the magnitude
of the HNGD spectrum at DRF. Large surface area and longer
length of nasal cavity results in relatively lower γ values in nasal
segments compared to vowels and approximants. But γ values
of stop sounds are lower compared to that of nasals [17]. This
order of γ values for different speech sounds is shown in Figure
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2(c).
Spectral characteristics of nasals are relatively stable,
atleast at low frequency regions of the spectrum as there are
no moving parts in the nasal cavity [5, 10]. This spectral stability in nasals can be captured by computing slope of DRF and γ
values as follows:
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Slope of dominant resonance frequency (Fsl ) refers to the first
order difference of the DRF values at epochs. Here absolute
value of slope is considered. Fsl values for nasals are relatively
low compared to other speech sounds as shown in Figure 2(d).
Hence, Fsl values can be used as a feature to discriminate nasals
from other segments of speech.
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Slope of dominant resonance strength (γsl ) refers to the first order difference of the γ values at epochs. Here absolute value
of slope is considered. As shown in Figure 2(e), γsl values are
nearly zero in nasal segments and are also relatively lower for
nasals compared to other sounds.

0

Most of the spurious decisions in detection of nasals, using excitation source and vocal tract system features arise because of
the similarities in feature values between nasals and voice bars.
Voice bars refer to the voiced region of the acoustic waveform
corresponding to the phonation, when both oral and nasal cavities are completely closed [22]. The complete closure formed in
oral cavity for both voice bars and nasals, results in the similarity in feature values. But the alternative path for airflow through
nasal cavity in nasals results in acoustic characteristics that can
be exploited to discriminate nasals from voice bars. To capture
this variation, features based on combination of both excitation
source and vocal tract system are used, which are explained as
follows:
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Values of η are relatively higher for nasals compared to
voice bars as shown in Figure 3(c) and can be used to distinguish nasals from voice bars.
Since, features δ and η are formed as a combination of excitation source and spectral features, they are referred to as combination features in this work.

3. Experimental details and results
In this section experimental details such as thresholds laid on
acoustic features mentioned in Section 2, feature sets considered for experiments, database and evaluation procedure are explained.

2.3.1. Product of strength of excitation source and dominant
resonance strength (δ)

3.1. Acoustic feature thresholds

The product of strength of excitation source and dominant resonance strength (δ) is computed at every epoch location as given
in (4).
δ[i] = α[i] × γ[i],
i = 1, 2, ...N
(4)
Where δ[i], α[i] and γ[i] refers to the values of δ, α and γ at ith
epoch location and N refers to the total number of epochs.
Values of δ are relatively higher for nasals compared to
voice bars as shown in Figure 3(b) and can be used to distinguish nasals from voice bars.

Experiments are performed to study the effectiveness of different combinations of (i) excitation source features (α and β), (ii)
vocal tract system features (DRF, γ, Fsl and γsl ) and (iii) combined features (η and δ) for nasal detection. In this analysis,
except DRF and Fsl , all other features values are normalized
between 0 and 1.
For all the acoustic features discussed in Section 2, thresholds and bounds are laid emperically as shown in Table 1. In
Table 1 Min. Val., and Max. Val., refer to minimum and maximum values of the corresponding features respectively. L bound
and U bound refer to the lower bound and upper bound of the
thresholds laid on those features respectively.

2.3.2. Product of energy of excitation and dominant resonance
strength (η)
The product of energy of excitation and dominant resonance
strength (η) is computed at every epoch location by multiplying the value of energy of excitation(β) at each epoch to the
corresponding value of dominant resonance strength (γ) at that
epoch as given in equation below.
i = 1, 2, ...N

2.62

Figure 3: Combination of excitation source and vocal tract system based features. (a) Speech signal, (b) η values, and (c) δ
values, computed around epochs. X-axes represent time in seconds.

2.3. Acoustic features based on combination of excitation
source and vocal tract system features

η[i] = β[i] × γ[i],

(c)

5

3.2. Feature sets
Based on the thresholds given in Table 1, particular epoch is
decided as either nasal or not. The following experiments are
performed to analyze the importance of different set of features
for nasal detection. Five feature sets are formed by considering
different combination of features discussed in Section 2. The
feature sets are as follows:
Feature Set 1: In this set, only excitation source features (α

(5)

Where η[i], β[i] and γ[i] refers to the values of η, β and γ
at ith epoch location and N refers to the total number of epochs.
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Table 1: Empirically laid thresholds on the proposed features
for nasal detection.
Feature
Min. Val. Max. Val. L bound U bound
α
0
1
0.08
0.80
β
0
1
0.002
0.18
DRF
0
4000
150
550
γ
0
1
0.0002
0.18
Fsl
0
4000
0
140
γ sl
0
1
0
0.05
η
0
1
0.00035
0.075
δ
0
1
0.00012
0.13

Table 2: Performance of proposed features for detection of
nasals in continuous speech on TIMIT dataset.
Feature Set
Ptpr (%) Pf (%)
Feature Set 1
97.88
38.02
Feature Set 2
93.21
23.98
Feature Set 3
91.86
19.77
Feature Set 4
91.04
15.92
Feature Set 5
91.49
16.58
Table 3: Performance of Feature Set 4 on Indian Languages.
Language
Ptpr (%) Pf (%)
Hindi
90.54
16.88
Telugu
90.31
16.74

and β) are considered.
Feature Set 2: In this set, only spectral features (DRF, γ, Fsl
and γsl ) are considered.
Feature Set 3: This set contains combination of both excitation source and spectral features i.e., α, β, DRF, γ, Fsl and
γsl .
Feature Set 4: In this set, along with excitation source and
spectral features, combined features (η and δ) are also used.
Hence, this set contains the following features: α, β, DRF, γ,
Fsl , γsl , η and δ.
Feature Set 5: In this set, combined features (η and δ),
along with other features, which are independent of the combined features (DRF, Fsl and γsl ) are considered for analysis.

4. Discussion
The performance on TIMIT dataset for different feature sets defined for nasal detection in continuous speech is given in Table 2. Performance values in Table 2, show that, considering
both excitation source and vocal tract system features instead of
considering either excitation source or vocal tract system features, represents the nasal properties better. It can also be observed that eliminating the redundant features as in feature set
5, does not affect the accuracy much. Results also show that,
the features are robust to inter-speaker and intra-speaker variations. The performance of the proposed features (Feature set 4)
evaluated on Indian languages i.e., Telugu and Hindi, is given in
Table 3. Performance measures for Telugu and Hindi are similar to the measures obtained for TIMIT database, showing the
language invariance of the proposed features. Main source of
error is in manual marking of the nasal boundaries. Most of the
false alarms are caused because of nasalized vowels, especially
closed vowels like /u/, which have properties similar to nasals.
Some false alarms are caused by voice bars.

3.3. Database for evaluation
The performance of proposed feature sets for nasal detection in
continuous speech is evaluated on TIMIT database [23]. A subset of the TIMIT testing database, consisting of 150 randomly
selected utterances, each of 3-4 seconds duration, spoken by 40
speakers (25 male and 15 female) is considered for analysis.
Also, a dataset consisting of Indian languages typically, Hindi
and Telugu, is considered to test the language dependency of
the feature set. This dataset consists of 40 predefined Hindi utterances spoken by 1 male and 1 female native speakers and 35
predefined Telugu utterances spoken by 1 male and 2 female
native speakers. All speakers are students of IIIT-Hyderabad.
Each utterance is of 5 to 8 seconds duration and is recorded
in a quiet environment at a sampling frequency of 16 kHz, using a standard headset microphone connected to a zoom handy
recorder. Nasal and non-nasal (all sounds other than nasals),
boundaries are manually marked for all utterances.

4.1. Comparison with results in literature
To the best of our knowledge, there is no unsupervised signal
processing based method for detection of nasals in continuous
speech in literature. Most of the studies [9–11] use machine
learning techniques to build classification models for nasal detection. [11] reports an equal error rate (EER) of 4.1%. However, it must be noted that it uses 460 hours of training data
from Librispeech corpus [24] for training connectionist temporal classification model.

3.4. Evaluation procedure and results

The system proposed in [11] is relatively more accurate
than the method proposed in this study for nasal detection.
However, the method proposed in this study doesn’t require
prior training and was shown to produce reliable and consistent performance across different languages. Hence it can be
used to detect nasals for under resourced languages.

Performance is measured in terms of number of epochs correctly detected in nasal regions (true positive rate) and number of spurious epochs hypothesized in non-nasal regions (false
alarm rate). Epochs derived using ZFR [10] explained in Section 2 and the nasal decision obtained from manual labeling is
used to generate the reference epochs in nasal and non-nasal regions. True positive rate is computed as: Ptpr = Ncn /Nne * 100%,
where Ncn is number of epochs correctly detected as nasals of
the total number of Nne epochs in manually labeled nasal regions. False alarm rate is computed as: Pf = Nf /Nnn * 100%,
where Nf is number of non-nasal epochs detected as nasals, out
of a total Nnn non-nasal epochs.
The performance of nasal detection using the feature sets on
TIMIT dataset is shown in Table 2. The performance on Hindi
and Telugu datasets using Feature Set 4 is shown in Table 3.

5. Summary and conclusion
In this study, acoustic features based on both excitation source
and vocal tract system characteristics are proposed for detection of nasals in continuous speech. All features are extracted
around epochs, using ZFF and ZTW techniques. Results obtained show that, the proposed features are efficient for nasal
detection and are robust across languages. Since the proposed
method does not require prior training, it can be used for nasal
detection in under resourced languages.
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